Class notes
…

The Exacting Business of Legal Translation
Thomas L. West III ’90 has a knack for languages

they have expertise in ten European languages.
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decisions, and newspaper articles orally for him.
After graduation from Law School, West

levels. To do a good job translating a legal
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document from English to French, for instance,

Atlanta. He soon discovered how difficult it was

you not only have to understand what terms

to get useful legal translations from translators
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who lack a legal background. Sometimes firms
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their language, then end up requesting the

eye for detail and the patience to figure things

original document in English because that

out because accuracy is crucial. New laws bring

in ancient Roman law. “The legal systems in
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Europe have their foundations in Justinian law.

translation. West saw a need and left the

work may be required.

Although at the time I didn’t know where my

West credits his education at the Law School

practice of law to fill it.
In 1995 he founded Intermark Language

for sharpening skills that have proven to be

law career would take me, it turns out that that
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Services Corporation, a legal and business
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Business (see In Print). The volume includes

tions, and Fortune 500 companies around the

“and if you weren’t really paying attention, you

thousands of essential terms and phrases and

world. Most of the work is for clients in Europe.
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complete coverage of terminology used in all

Intermark has three full-time staff members

same is true in translation.
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